Why Hybrid CMS will Dominate
Digital Experience Creation
THEN

New Market Reality

NOW

Buying
Decisions

Key Individuals

Collaborative Teams

vs.

Buying decisions were siloed,
and hierarchy dictated decisionmaking.

"75% of customers agree or strongly
agree that their purchase involved
people from a wide variety of roles,
teams and locations.” [1]

Buyers'
Research
Limited Information

Many Sources

vs.

Reliance on sales people or
other (limited) sources for
buyers' research.

45% of buying time spent
conducting research both online
and offline without even
speaking to a sales person. [2]

Buyers
Want
it . . .

vs.

Later
I'm willing to wait for my
information if it will be good.

NOW!
53% of mobile site visitors will
leave a page that takes longer
than 3 seconds to load. [3]

Buyers'
Experience

vs.

Relevant
A high quality online experience
that has relevant information is
sufficient.

Personalized
73% of customers expect
companies to understand their
needs and expectations. [2]

Purchases
are Made
On . . .

vs.

One Device
Desktop or laptop is the
dominant channel for digital
commerce and other online
experiences.

Many Devices
64% of customers have used
multiple devices to start and
complete transactions. [2]

What do Companies Need to Do in
this New Market Reality?
1. Create an Emotional Connection
to Your Customers
Tell a Story

Interactive Images

Deliver inspiring, personalized
experiences to your customers
vs. only focusing on product and
price.

Visuals
Be Authentic

Quality Content

Be Transparent

Be Honest
Inspire!

Personalization

Earn their Trust

Shoppable Videos

Understand the Buyer's Journey

2. Inspire Customers at
Critical Touchpoints
80% of shoppers used a mobile
phone inside of a physical store to
either look up product reviews,
Mobile phone in store

Other

compare prices or find alternative
store locations. [4]

3. Connect Experiences Across Touchpoints
for a Unified Customer Journey
A day in the life of Lisa . . .

Learning about a pop-up store
party on mobile phone after
waking up.

Interacting with a digital sign
about the party on the way to
seeing a friend.

Meeting with a friend at a coffee
shop and registering for the
party on a mobile phone.

Ordering new shoes online for
the party in response to a
targeted offer from the store.

Receiving the shoes, same day
delivery!

Attending the party and sharing
the experience on social media.

How can a next generation Hybrid CMS
create these customer experiences?
1. The Power of a Headless CMS: A next
generation hybrid CMS offers headless capabilities
to separate content management from the
presentation layer, enabling content to be pulled into
any channel or device.

= Agility
Manage content separate from
presentation, enabling
connection to any new
touchpoint, fast and easy.

= Cutting edge digital experiences
Use the latest front-end devices and
programming languages to create
inspiring experiences without having
to change your content management
technology.

Power Tip: Ensure your hybrid CMS is able
to view AND edit content on any channel or
device.
2. AND Deep Integration: A hybrid CMS ALSO
offers deep integration with applications as needed.
(coupled or decoupled integration)

= Optimize a DX ecosystem
Establish deep connections into
strategic applications to optimize
technology use for business
advantages (e.g., full use of Einstein
in SF.com Commerce Cloud)

3. Enterprise-Class Capabilities: Only a next
generation hybrid CMS can offer business users the
ability to achieve their goals fast, intuitively and
without IT across business units, geographies and
market segments.
= No Coding for Rapid Time to Market
Business users become EMPOWERED
to make their own design and content
changes without relying on high cost,
time intensive developer resources.

= Scale with Ease
No need to make technology changes
as your company grows, and
collaboration and workflow across
functions, regions and business units
is simplified.

4. Manage Fragments, Not Websites, for a
Connected Customer Experience: A next
generation hybrid CMS makes the full, fragmented
customer journey manageable for business users.

= Omnichannel, at Scale
Fragments are the building blocks of
digital experience, not websites, with
many variants such as language,
tonality, segments, sites, channels, etc.

Smart algorithms
assemble holistic
experiences from
fragments in realtime based on
meta data and AI
input.

Power Tip: Ensure your hybrid CMS has a
dashboard to measure content-relevant KPIs,
and orchestrate and edit content scenarios
directly within the dashboard for each use.
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